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APPROXIMATION AND HARMONIC CONTINUATION
OF AXIALLY SYMMETRIC POTENTIALS IN E3

PETER A. MCCOY

Let F — F(x, y) be a complex valued axisymmetric
potential (ASP) regular in the closed unit sphere about the
origin in Es Let the error in the approximation of F over
&ntV (where^n,v is the set of all Newtonian potentials
Rnv = PJ(1/QV) generated from axisymmetric harmonic poly-
nomials Pn and Qv by quasimultiplication) be defined by

EnJF) = inf {sup {\F(x, y) - RnJx, y)\: x2 + y2 = 1}: Rn,v e &n,y]

n, v — 0,1,2, . Then properties of the sequence {/*>„}"=o»
/071 = lim supn-^ [-^n.vίί7)]1^ determine:
(i) the sphere to which F continues as an ASP with atmost
(precisely) ^-singular circles (ii) the largest sphere of con-
tinuation as an ASP and (iii) the NASC for a sphere to
contain infinitely many singular circles of the continuation
of F.

These results employ the Bergman and Gilbert Integral Operator
Method to extend classical theorems from function theory due to
J. L. Walsh and E. B. Saff.

1* Introduction* The classical theorem from function theory
of J. Hadamard [5, 8] determines the number of (free) singularities
of an analytic function in a disk from its' Taylor's series coefficients.
This determination extends to generalized axisymmetric potentials
(GASP) expanded as Fourier series of Zonal Harmonics on E2a(E2<x =Ek,
2a = k - 3, k = 3, 4, •) by a theorem of R. P. Gilbert [6, 7] who
used integral operator methods to "transplant" the Hadamard theorem,
thereby determining the number of (free) singular circles of the
GASP in a hypersphere of fixed radius from its' Fourier series
coefficients.

The theorems from function theory of E. B. Saff [16] and J. L.
Walsh [16, 18, 19] focus on the relation of the rational approxima-
tion of an analytic function, regular on a closed simply connected
region, with the singularities of its analytic continuation. They
establish that the errors taken in the Chebyshev sense on certain
classes of rational functions whose members have v-poles in the com-
plement of the region, define for v = 1, 2, a sequence whose con-
vergence rate determines a larger specified region of meromorphy
along with the number of the (free) polar singularities of the analytic
continuation therein.
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The present paper concerns extension of these results to axisym-
metric potentials in E3 as Fourier series of Zonal Harmonics on i£3.
Specifically, using the Bergman [2] and Gilbert [6] Integral Operator
Method an ASP whose initial domain of regularity is a closed sphere
can be approximated in the Chebyshev sense over certain classes of
Newtonian potentials each of whose members have v-singular circles
in the complement of the sphere for v = 1, 2, . The convergence
properties of the sequence of errors generated by the approximates
determine the sphere and the number of (free) singular circles of
the harmonic continuation in that sphere.

Function theoretic "transplants" of the classical theorems are
thereby obtained. From these, information about the singularities
of a solution to the axisymmetric LaPlace equation may then be
obtained from information concerning the approximation of its
boundary values. This is of interest in light of Gilbert's Method of
Ascent [7] where solutions to more general classes of axisymmetric
elliptic equations in Ez are represented as the integral transforms
of associated ASP with the property that the boundary values of
the solution and associate are identical on certain spheres.

Moreover, by considering harmonic polynomials as certain
Newtonian potentials whose principal parts have their singular circles
located at infinity, these results complement necessary and sufficient
conditions given by P. A. McCoy [11, 12] for a real GASP regular
on a hypersphere and continuous on its closure to harmonically
continue as an entire function GASP of specified (possibly infinite)
order and (possibly zero) type. These were determined from proper-
ties of the sequence of errors in the Chebyshev approximation of
the GASP on the closed hypersphere over classes of harmonic poly-
nomials. That information was obtained by function theoretic
methods from the classical theorem of S. N. Bernstein [3], including
its generalizations by R. S. Varga [17] and A. R. Reddy [13, 14, 15]
which deal with global existence and growth of real analytic func-
tions via properties of local Chebyshev polynomial approximation. We
now introduce the

2 Preliminary definitions and formulae. The instrument for
this study is the invertible integral operator W = A1/2 [see 6] as-
sociating the unique function /,

(1) f{z) = Σ UnZn f z = x + iy

analytic in a neighborhood ω of the origin in the C-plane with the

ASP F,
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( 2 ) F{x, 10 = Σ an(x* + y*yψ«>°Xx/(x* + yψ>) ,

(P400) are the Legendre polynomials [1]) regular in a neighborhood
Ω of the origin in Ez by

F(x, y) = l/2πi ί /(r)ζ"1d!ζ
J I C I = 1

with the vector τ defined as

τ - x

The operator W'1 = A[jl [see 6], inverting W, associates with each
ASP F regular on Ω a unique / analytic on ω by the transform

f(z) = £ " K{zr-\ ξ)F(rξ, iVT=T)dξ

where the principal branch of the kernel

K(rj, ξ) = (1 - V2)!(l - 2ξV + VΨ2

is taken. The function elements F and / are defined on their first
Riemann sheets over their respective domains of association. In
other words, the global ASP F and global associate / are principal
branches defined by harmonic, respectively analytic, continuation of
the series in (1) and (2) from their initial domains of definition by
the Envelope Method [6, 7]. For the construction of the principal
branches across surfaces of separation see [2, 6, p. 190ff.]. A
fundamental global relation between the ASP F and the associate /
was deduced by Gilbert [7, p. 18] who applied the Envelope Method
to construct the singular sets of W[f] and TF~X[F] determining from
their intersection that the necessary and sufficient condition for F
to be singular on the hypercircle x + iy — 7, is that the associate /
be singular at the point z = 7 or z = 7.

The study of relations between these singularities and the ap-
proximation and harmonic continuation of ASP requires a potential
theoretic analogy of rational functions rftll,,

rn,Az) = pn(z)/qXz) , n, v = 0, 1, 2, . .

of type (n, v). These are the ratio of relatively prime polynomials
pn and qv of respective degrees n and v used by Saff and Walsh in
their theory of rational approximation in the plane. This generaliza-
tion employs *-quasimultiplication of ASP [see 6, p. 193ff.], a com-
mutative, associative and distributive operation over addition, to
define Newtonian potentials Rn>v of type (n, v) as
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Λ.,, - P*(l/Qy) - W[rM] ,

n,v = 0,l,2, for the associate rΛfP. These include axisymmetric
harmonic polynomials as Newtonian potentials JB%,0 of type (n, 0),
% = 0,1, 2, . Moreover, a Newtonian potential of the type (0,1)
is the ASP generalization of a simple pole. The residue theorem
shows that on the initial domain of definition,

Ro,M V, V) = W[(Z - 7)-1] = \{X - 7)2 + 2/2Γ/2

and that a Λth order pole corresponds to

RoΛ%, y, 7) = i2Ofl(α, 7/, 7)* *R0.i(Xf V> v)

k-times, a potential

- 1)! (d/dζ)k-Ή0Λ(x, y, ζ ) | ζ = r

with a singular circle of order k at x + iy = 7. The form of the
Newtonian potential of type (n, v) is then

3=0

for associates

5=0

= v. On their domains of association, these formulae
are interpreted as in earlier references. What is then meant by an
ASP having a singular circle of order v (counted with multiplicity)
at x + iy = 7j is that the principal part of the Mittag-Leίϊler ASP
expansion [see 6, p. 184],

(4) F(x, y) = Σi Λ»(v)fp(*, y) + E(xf y)

(E(x, y) is an entire function ASP) generated by the harmonic con-
tinuation process contains a term of the form (3) as in function
theory. Such meromorphic ASP expansions are analogies of the
Mittag-Leffler expansion

from the theory of analytic functions. We observe that the number
of singular circles and the number of poles counted with multiplicity
of the ASP and associate located within a specified distance of the
origin again agree in view of the relation between expansions in (4)
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and (5). For representations of ASP with meromorphic associates,
also see M. Marden [10].

To count the (free) singular circles of the harmonic continuation
of ASP F from its closed sphere of regularity Σσ of radius σ > 0
about the origin to a larger concentric sphere, requires a measure
of the distances

( 6 ) \\\F- RnJ\\σ = sup {\F(x, y) - i2Λ,v(a, y)\: x2 + t - σ*} ,

n9 v = 0,1, 2, between F and members Rn>v of the sets &Λtlt(σ)
of Newtonian potentials of type (n, v) regular in Σσ. The essential
measures are drawn from the errors in the Chebyshev norm approxi-
mations,

( 7 ) EUF) - inf {\\\F - RnJ\\o: Rn,u e <&«M)

n, v = 0, 1, 2, (σ-ϋixeά) over the classes &n,u(σ) which are analyzed
by "transplanting" known error bounds found by Saff and Walsh
for the associates. Namely, from their estimates of

(8 ) en,Xf) - in

and

(9 ) | | / - rnj\σ = sup {\f(z) - rn,Λ*)\'. l«l - ^

(σ-fixed) n, v = 0, 1, 2, where xWfJ,(σ) corresponds to
designating all rational functions rΛ,v of type (w, v) regular in the
closed disk Dσ of radius σ about the origin. It is convenient to
normalize the radius as σ < 1, an assumption requiring no loss of
generality because the LaPlace equation is invariant under homothetic
transformations. Moreover, it is to be understood that the orders
of the singular circles and poles of ASP and associate are counted
with multiplicity. This brings us to the main objective which we
treat in the next section.

3* Approximation and harmonic continuation* First, the
degree of "rational" approximation by Newtonian potentials of an
ASP over its sphere of regularity is related to the known number
of singular circles which its harmonic continuation has within a
larger concentric sphere of specified radius. This is principally a
function theoretic transplant of J. L. Walsh's theorem [16, 19].

THEOREM L Let F be an ASP regular on the sphere Σσ whose
harmonic continuation to the sphere ΣP{1 :g p :g co) has atmost v-
singular circles. Then there is an approximating sequence of
Newtonian potentials Rn>v of respective types {n, v) for which
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Proof. Let ASP F, regular on the sphere Σσ, continue harmoni-
cally to the sphere Σp with atmost ^-singular circles. The associate
/ is regular on the disk Dσ, a consequence of a theorem of Gilbert
[7, p. 187] concerning the relationship between the singularities of
the potential and the associate. Furthermore, the correspondence
between the Mittag-Leffler expansions of meromorphic ASP and its
meromorphic associate shows that the analytic continuation of / to
the disk Dp has atmost v-poles. According to Walsh's result [16],
there then exists an approximating sequence of rational functions
rn,v of types (n, v) with no poles in the disk Dσ for which

(10)
n—>oo

From the TF-operator and the maximum principal

F(x, y) - BΛ,Jix, y) = W[f - r.,J ,

Bn>v s &«Λσ) o n e deduces the sequence of estimates

\F{x, y) - Rn,Xx, y)\ ̂  | | / - r«J\a , x2 + t <

and

11^ - Λ.,vlL ^ 11/ - rnj\o , n, v = 0, 1, 2,

so that we find

(11) lim sup \\F - Rn,v\\T ^ lim sup | | / - rn.t\\l" .

However, from the inverse operator, when

f(z) - rn,M = W~\F - E,,J\

then

\f(z) - rnM\ ^ μ(σ)\\F - R.J\β.\z\ < a
(12)

where μ(σ) ^ 1 for σ < 1. This leads to the appraisals

(13) | |/ - r.,v||y ^ [μίσψ WF - B^\\V*

and

(14) lim sup | | / - rΛJ\V S lim sup | | F - RnJ\Vn .
n-+oo n—»oo

Combination of the inequalities (11) and (14) completes the proof of
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the Walsh type approximation theorem for ASP.
Our next consideration is the converse of Theorem 1, namely the

function theoretic "transplant" of the theorem of Saff [16]. It is
the characterization of the singularities of the harmonic continuation
found in Theorem 2.

THEOREM 2. Let the ASP F be regular on the sphere Σσ. If
an approximating sequence of Newtonian potentials Rn,v of respec-
tive types {n, v) exists on the sphere Σσ for which

then F can be harmonically continued to the sphere Σp with atmost
v-singular circles.

Proof. Let the ASP F be regular on the sphere Σo and be ap-
proximated by a sequence of Newtonian potentials RntV of types
(n, v) on the sphere Σσ satisfying the required bound. The associates
of F and of the members RntV of the sequence, / = W~\F] and
rntV = W~ι[Rn,v], are regular functions on the disk Dσ by [16].
Reasoning as in (12-14) then gives the bound on the associate,

(15) limsupllZ-rUiy^r1

n—>oo

which is found in SafΓs Theorem 2. Then / may be analytically
continued from the disk Dσ to the disk Dp as an analytic function
with atmost v-singularities. Properties of the W-transform considered
earlier show that the ASP F has a harmonic continuation to the
sphere Σp with atmost v-singular circles.

The main theorem we now come to characterizes the singular
circles of the harmonic continuation of an ASP within a given
distance of its initial sphere of regularity. This is a transformation
of Saff's theorem on continuation properties of analytic functions.

THEOREM 3. Let the ASP F be regular on the sphere Σσ and
for each v let the measure of the error in the Chebyshev approxima-
tion of F over the sets of Newtonian potentials of types {n, v) be
given by

p:1 = lim sup [En,ΛF)Y/n , P = 0, 1, 2, • .

Then the sequence {pv}ΐL0 is nondecreasing and
( i ) the sphere of largest radius in which F harmonically con-

tinuous as an ASP with v-singular circles is ΣPv. If pu > pv_19 the
harmonic continuation of F has precisely v-singular circles in Σp .
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(ii) the largest sphere Σp in whose interior F may be harmoni-
cally continued as an (meromorphic) ASP has radius p — limu^ p^.

(iii) the harmonic continuation of the ASP F has an essential
singularity on the boundary of the sphere ΣPf if and only if, pu < p
for v = 0,1, 2, .

Proof. Let the ASP F be regular on the sphere Σσ and let
{R«,,v}n,»=o be an approximating sequence of Newtonian potentials on
Σa. Then from the TΓ-transform

and

lim sup [En>XF)]ί/n ^ lim sup [en,Xf)]ί/n

for v = 0,1, 2, . However, in (13) the inverse operator gave

\\f-r9J\¥*£[μ(σ)nF-RΛJ\V .

Then the estimate

[en,Xf)ΐ/n ^[μ(σ)Y/n\\F - RnJ\Vn

leads to

(16) limsup [eUf)Ψn ^ Hmsup [En,XF)Y/n

so that

(17) lim sup [en>Xf)f/n = lim sup [En>XF)f/n

for v = 0,1, 2, . The Saff theorem shows that if

p~ι = lim sup [«„„(/)]"• , v = 0,1, 2,
%—>oo

then the sequence {pv}Z=Q is nondecreasing. We now proceed with
this sequence to complete the characterizations of the harmonic
continuation.

( i ) Let the sphere of largest radius in which the harmonic
continuation of F has atmost 'V-singular circles be Ση. To determine
its radius, observe that by the correspondence between the singulari-
ties and poles of the Mittag-Leffler expansions of ASP and associate,
the associate has atmost y-poles in the disk Dv. By Saff s result,
η = pv which completes the first part. Moreover, if pv^ < pu the
associate has precisely v-poles in the disk DPu which correspond to
v-singular circles in the sphere and conversely.

(ii) Let the sphere of largest radius in which F harmonically
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continues as a meromorphic ASP by the Envelope Method be Σp.
The maximal disk of meromorphy for the associate is accordingly
Dp since analytic continuation of / to a larger disk would allow
harmonic continuation of F beyond Σp by the Envelope Method. It
is a consequence of [16] that the radius of Dp is p = l i m ^ ρv.

(iii) The fact that the associate has infinitely many poles on the
boundary of the disk Dp, if and only if, the ASP has infinitely
singular circles on the boundary of the sphere Σp follows as an im-
mediate consequence of the theorem of Gilbert. Saίf 's theorem shows
that the associate has infinitely many singularities on dDp, if and only
if, pv< p for v = 0,1, •••.

We now consider

4* Generalizations* For the integers 2a = k — 3, k — 3, 4,
the regular Fourier series expansion

(18) F%x, v) = Σ °<»(x2 + y2)n/2Pίa>a)(χ/(χ2 + y2y/2)/Pίa'a)(l),

(the Pla>a) are the ultraspherical polynomials [1]) in a neighborhood
of the origin is the unique representation of a GASP in E2". Using
an alternate form of the Aμ operator [6, p. 168], Wa [11], analytic
associates (1) are mapped onto (18) by the operator

F%x, y) = Wa[f] = \ f(τ)d\a(ζ)
JlCI=l

dK(Q = ca(ζ - ζ-

cά1 = \ dK(O
JlCI=i

An application of the residue theorem shows the GASP generaliza-
tion of a simple pole (on its initial domain of definition) is given by

BSΛX, v, v) = wa[(z - Ύ)-1]

(19) = [(x - γ)2 + yjf-w/iiyγ* + sgn (2a)Sa(x, y, y) ,

o (v v ^ _ v Γ(2a)Γ(2a)Γ(x - 7) + ((a - 7)2 + yψ* J
where the sum is taken on nonnegative integers for which
nx + n2 + nΆ + w4 = 2a — 1. The GASP generalization of a pole of
order k is then defined by *-quasimultiplication

F;*Fi= Wa[fJ2]

as

RoΛxy v, y) = Λf,i(*»», 7) * * i2oα,i(α, i/, 7)
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fc-times so that

RSΛv, y, y) = <PPQk-ιitsΛχ, v, Q\<-r/r(je).

These functions form the basis for the principal part of the Mittag-
Leffler GASP expansion. The difficulty, however, in applying these
expansions to extend the classical theorems to GASP is in the com-
plexity with which the principal branch of the harmonic continua-
tion must be defined across surfaces of separation. It should be
further noted that for nonintegers 2a > 0, Wa[(z — T)"1] may be
evaluated by Legendre functions as in Gilbert [6] or by the contour
integral methods in [9]. Finally the case that 2a < 0 need not be
considered, as D. Colton [4] has shown that the Dirichlet problem
need not be unique in this range of a due to nontrivial representa-
tions of zero.

Approximation and harmonic continuation of ASP from initial
domains which are not spherical leads us to consider axisymmetric
sets Ω aE3 which are generated by rotating axiconvex sets ωaC
into E3 about the axis of symmetry. An axiconvex set ω is a
simply connected set with the property that ζ e ω> if and only if,
seg {ζ, ζ} G ω. If the locus Γσ(σ > 1) taken relative to ω as in the
Saff theorem is an axiconvex set, the norms (6, 7) and (8, 9) previ-
ously taken (after a homothetic transformation) on spheres and circles
may be redefined on Ω and β) to include harmonic/analytic continua-
tion from these initial domains to axisymmetric or axiconvex domains
of association. However, we know of no sufficient condition on the
maps φ as required in SafΓs paper for the set Γσ = dω to be axi-
convex as required for such an extension.
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